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BENTON, WI., April 8, 2019 /Newswire/ -- Spooky Pinball LLC Benton 
Wisconsin’s oldest and largest producer of arcade-quality pinball 
machines, proudly announced today the availability of a new pinball 
machine celebrating the popular breakfast icon, Count Chocula. 
Count Chocula pinball machines will be available in Standard and 
Limited Edition models. Count Chocula is a fictional vampire 
introduced by General Mills in 1971 in an eponymous breakfast cereal. 

The game will dunk players in a dynamic, challenging, and 
chocolately  pinball environment where Franken Berry and Boo 
Berry battle Count Chocula for breakfast supremacy. 

"Count Chocula is one of General Mills most exciting and successful 
cereal lines worldwide. This is a dream theme for us, and we can’t 
wait to bring the Count’s world alive on a pinball machine," said 
Charlie Emery, Chairman and CEO of Spooky Pinball LLC. "Spooky 
Pinball shares General Mills’ love and enthusiasm for this amazing 
chocolate vampire. We think the pinball community is going love 
taking this ‘breakfast table to pinball table’ trip with us." 

Spooky’s Count Chocula Standard and Limited Edition models are 
packed with features that provide an irresistible gameplay 
experience.  Each game features a sculpted and interactive coffin.  In 
addition, a custom sculpted Count Chocula figure will keep players 
on their toes as it introduces chocolatey gameplay randomness. 
Color-changing inserts highlight the mysterious and interactive 
cereal box, which opens to reveal a Mystery Toy.  The Limited Edition 
model also feature two extra magnets, custom artwork, a real 
backglass, and sculpted chocolate fingers that sprawl across the 
playfield. 



In addition to the immersive theme and exciting gameplay 
experience, the P-ROC  electronic platform enables high-definition 
graphics and innovative animations on the LCD screen. The 
state-of-the-art electronic system also powers a high-fidelity 
3-channel audio system that sets the standard for breakfast 
cereal-based arcade amusement. 

All models feature stunning and distinctive hand drawn art.  Count 
Chocula Pinball entertains with an amazing array of modern and 
classic features, making it suitable for all skill levels. 

Count Chocula pinball is available through authorized Spooky Pinball 
distributors and dealers around the world. 

 

About Spooky Pinball LLC 

Spooky Pinball was founded in 2013 by Charlie Emery, a pinball 
podcaster and machine designer. Emery's wife, KT, and children are 
also involved in the enterprise. While Spooky's pinball machines 
target collectors, they are equipped with coin doors and built for 
commercial operation. 

All trademarks and product names are the property of their 
respective companies. 
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